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Game Sheet

“You ain’t scared of no ghost, are you?” Enter this game at your own risk if you are. 
Fantasma Game’s real 3D Spooky 5000 slot is not for the faint-hearted, but the fast 
turning 3x3 reels and �ve paylines will make it worth your while.

Alongside the �ve paylines, there is a 
Super Meter to up your winning potential, 
and a Mystery win to play for. If you like an 
adrenaline high, then the Gamble feature 
is also there for you.  

It is presented with attention to detail, 
from the high-end graphics and 
animations, to the fast turning 3x3 reels.



Game Sheet

If player plays with max bet, and wins 
any amount, the player can choose to 
transfer that amount to the Ghost 
Meter. 

During the Mystery Ghost Game, 3 x 
Ghost anywhere in the window (not 
necessarily along a payline) pays 
maximum win. 

During the Mystery Ghost Game, 2 x 
Ghost anywhere in the window pays a 
mystery win. 

Game Features

Ghost Meter Feature

When the player wins any amount in 
the Base Game, one’s given the option 
to Gamble. If the player opts in, there is 
a 50/50 chance that the win amount is 
doubled and a 50/50 chance that it is 
lost. 

There is no �xed limit to how many 
times player can Gamble on the same 
spin, but the maximum win from 
Gamble is set to 2000 credits. 

Gamble Feature

Win probabilities

Big Win (bet multiplier 8+) 
Super Win (bet multiplier 12+) 
Mega Win (bet multiplier 16+) 
Epic Win (bet multiplier 20+) 

RTP

Base game 98,03

Ghost Meter Mode: 99,21

General game attributes

Max win based on 1
billion rounds
simulation

x500

Min bet € 1

Default bet

€ 0,20

Max bet € 20

Variance Medium/High

Layout 3x3

Betways 5

Channels Desktop,
Mobile

€ 1

Hit Frequency

Max win x500

Hit frequency in
Base game

1 in 10

Hit Frequency 
Ghost Game

1 in 10
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